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The randomness in network behaviors poses serious challenges for discovering abnormal patterns in

network traffic flows. This paper presents a systematic approach for monitoring abnormal network

traffic. The DFlow model is proposed to reduce the flow records and extract four features to capture the

traffic patterns. The blind source separation method is applied to obtain the routine and abnormal

behaviors from those features. A scale space filter is applied to filter the randomness in the traffic flows

without affecting the behavior patterns. A threshold is selected based on a systematic criterion to

evaluate the degree of abnormality. The contributions of different traffic features to the abnormal

behavior detection are analyzed. It is found that the number of connection degree is the most important

feature for traffic monitoring. A salient feature of this method is that it is effective for detecting the

abnormal behaviors not associated with significant changes in traffic volumes. Another advantage of

the new method is that no supervised learning process is needed. This is very important since high

quality labeled samples are very difficult to acquire in actual networks especially the data traces

associated with attacks. The experimental results based on the actual network data show that the

method presented in the paper is effective for monitoring abnormal traffic flows in the gigabytes traffic

environment and the accuracy is above 95%.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The frequent outbreaks of large-scale network security inci-
dents, such as worms, distributed denial of service (DDOS) and
other anomalous behaviors, pose serious threats to normal Inter-
net operation, which has become the vital infrastructure in the
modern information age (Staniford et al., 2002). Network mon-
itoring is extremely important for network security. Traffic flow is
one of the most important data sources for monitoring the
network anomalies since the abnormal behaviors over the Inter-
net (mal-code spreading, network resource abuse and malfunc-
tion of network equipment) would cause changes in the normal
flow patterns. On the other hand, the statistical patterns of the
network flow are also affected by the ‘‘noise’’ resulting from the
random feature of network traffic. This causes serious challenges
for discovering the abnormal traffic flows and thus makes it a
very important topic in network security research.

In the past years, the characteristics of traffic patterns were
widely studied and many machine learning methods were pro-
posed for detecting abnormal behaviors (Zhang et al., 2005). Some
of those methods are tested by the KDD datasets (KDD Cup, 1999).
However in actual networks, it is very difficult to obtain high
quality labeled traffic samples and it is very difficult to carry out
the training process. The frequent outbreak of some unknown
attacks with new traffic flow patterns also pose challenge to those
methods. Therefore, it is desirable to have a method for discover-
ing abnormal behaviors without involving training process.

There are mainly two kinds of network behaviors reflected in
the traffic flow patterns: the routine behaviors and the anomalous
behaviors (Lakhina et al., 2004b). The network traffic can be
decomposed into alpha/beta ‘‘signals’’ with different frequencies
and the high frequencies are usually associated with the abnor-
mal behaviors. The routine behaviors reflect the users’ habitual
activities, while the abnormal traffics aim to compromise or
disable hosts or networks and the characteristics of the associated
behaviors are unknown due to the inherent irregularities. The
signals associated with the abnormal behaviors usually follows
the non-Gaussian distributions (Sarvotham et al., 2001; Lakhina
et al., 2004b).

In this paper, we present an approach for extracting the
abnormal behavior index from the traffic measurement features
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